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New USG senators are named
by record amount of voters

Black sororities, fraternities
responsible for many activities^
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Soccer team drops MAC
opener, 2-1 to Central
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BRIEFLY
STATE
Fugitive arrested:

A Hammond, Ind, man
charged in a 1988 shotgun
slay ingin that city was arrested Tuesday in Hamilton, where he had been living for about a year under
an assumed name, the Butler County sheriff said.
Sheriff Richard Holzberger said sheriff's officers
and Hamilton police arrested Herman W. Morrison, 36, without incident
Tuesday afternoon as he
was en route to work.
Holzberger said Morrison
is chargedin an Indiana
warrant with the Sept. 10,
1988, slaying of Sim Dinkins
m, 49, who was president of
the UFO motorcycle club.
Dinkins was shot four times
at close range with a shotgun as the result of a fight
between motorcycle clubs,
the sheriff said.

NATION
Going for the garbage:

More than 100.000 New
Yorkers are sniffing around
for jobs as sanitation
workers, smelling security
in the city's mountains of
garbage.
It's a record turnout of
applicants for any city job,
officials said Wednesday,
and at least one of them
thinks he knows why.
"For somebody who likes
the outdoors, it's a good,
clean living," said Sanitation Department spokesman Vito Turso. "You can
build up your muscles, and
then get them tanned.*'

PEOPLE
Newman aids refugees:

Paul Newman has donated $50,000 in profits from
his food company to help
refugees who are stranded
in Jordan after fleeing
Kuwait and Iraq.
Newman, who donates all
profits from his food company, Newman's Own Inc.,
to charitable and educational purposes, gave the
money to Westport, Conn,
based Save the Children, the
company announced Tuesday.
Save the Children was
working to assist 75,000
refugees who have fled Iraq
and Kuwait and are stuck in
makeshift desert camps in
Jordan.
Oayle to cut hair?:

Crystal Gayle may cut
her famous ankle-length
hair because it can be a pain
in the neck. Literally.
Pressure from her hair's
extreme length gives her
headaches and neck aches,
the country-western singing
star said before performing
Tuesday with her sister,
Loretta Lynn, at the Tulare
County Fair, in Tulare, Calif.

WEATHER
Partly cloudy:
Today, partly cloudy with
the high around 70. Tonight,
with)
low
around 50.
Chance of
rain 30
percent.
Friday,
mostly
cloudy
with*

chance of showers. High 70
to 75.
Compiled from local and
wire reports

Faculty health care draws concern
by Jennifer Taday

staff writer
Part-time faculty hired on a
semesterly basis lack many
benefits, but if a resolution passes
at the next Faculty Senate meeting, a study of health care coverage may be imminent.
Roger Anderson, faculty welfare committee chair, said parttime faculty members hired semesterly are not eligible for
many benefits.
"Tney do get parking benefits
and some limited office space.

but they really don't get any real
benefits at all," he said.
Lester Barber, executive assistant to the University president, said he has seen documentation in which other colleges
and universities do provide
health care benefits for their
part-time faculty members.
Barber, former English department chair, also said from
the point of view of part-time instructors there is a need for
health care coverage.
Senator Ann Marie Lancaster
said exploitation of part-time
faculty is occurring.

"I think the University has an
obligation to treat their employees in a fair and equitable
manner and not to exploit them,"
she said. "Exploitation happens
in low salaries and the absence of
fringe benefits."
Jim Morris, benefits manager,
said health care benefits exist for
faculty hired on a contracted
basis.
A contracted faculty member
must teach for more than five
months in one academic year to
achieve eligibility for health care
benefits, he said.
A problem occurs when

someone is hired to teach a summer session, because he will not
teach for more than five months
and therefore, will not be eligible
for health care benefits, he said.
Anderson said time is not the
Eroblem for part-time faculty,
ut rather costs and payment.
"Would you attribute health
care benefits by semester, by the
number of credit hours taught or
by number of years served?" he
said.
Then the question which company to obtain the insurance from
arises, he added.
The University is self-insured

and would not want to go to a separate group for part-time faculty,
according to Anderson.
Morris said it would be costly to
find an outside group to provide
coverage and the University
would have to find the funds
within its own budget to provide
health care benefits to part-time
faculty.
"Where would the funds come
from and can the University absorb the costs? " he said.
According to Christopher Dalton. vice president of planning
ana budgeting, money is not
See Health Car*, page 3.

Author
endorses
hemp's
benefits
by James A. Tinker
managing editor
"Of course, it sounds crazy.
Think about it — marijuana
saving the planet."
Such was the claim of Leo
Bopp and other members of the
HEMP Tour who came to
Bowling Green Wednesday distributing literature and apparel advocating the legalization of hemp/marijuana.
Members of the tour are
criss-crossing the country in an
attempt to sway legalization
opinions based on possible uses
of hemp in agriculture, industry and environmental
protection.
"We're not talking about
legalizing, we're talking
aboutre-legalizing hemp," said
Jack Herer, founder and
national director of HEMP
(Help End Marijuana Prohibition).
Herer, 51, first wrote a book
about marijuana in 1973 that
only focused on smoking the
weed. However, he said as he
continued his research a
wealth of facts began to coagulate.
"I didn't think it was important at first, just interesting,"
he said.
But with the help of an everincreasing scholarly pool,
Herer learned how hemp was
banned by out-of-work Prohibi-

Cliff Barrows, head of Ohio NORML (National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws), speaks to students during the Bowling
Green stop of the HEMP tour Wednesday outside the Student Ser-

tion agents and an industry
fearful of hemp's promising
market potential.
He learned tobacco, alcohol,
aspirin, caffeine, other legal
drugs and illegal drugs kill
500,000 people a year but hemp
kills no one, according to U.S
Surgeon General reports and
other government studies.
"The Emperor Wears No
Clothes," Herer's 182-page

text, documents these and
other historical facts about
HEMP has guaranteed
fl0,000 to anyone who can reute information in "Emperor," but Herer said it's a
guarantee no one can deny the
facts.
HEMP members agree the
possibility of hemp saving the
planet sounds far-fetched ini-

■O News/Mark Deckard
vices building. The HEMP tour advocates the legalization of marijuana, citing uses from oil that could run cars to cloth and paper
made from hemp plant stalks.

ually, but the more people
learn the harder it is for them
to deny.
"You can't save the world
with oil or by cutting down
trees," he said.
Yet, he said one acre of hemp
will produce as much paper as
four acres of trees and hempbased fuel will not pollute the
environment as it reduces de-

pendence on foreign oil.
Also, the flourisning oxygen
producing plants fight the depletion of the ozone layer.
When asked if he believes
hemp will be legalized, Herer
asked, in return —how long
will Americans accept lies
about hemp, which continue
the unwarranted abuse of the
environment?

University day care plans Teamsters union
delayed by Faculty Senate grants support to
Voinovich in race
by Jeremy S.Weber
staff writer

Nearly six months after Faculty Senate heard
about the need for child care, the University still
has no concrete plans for a day care center.
The senate, which formed a committee to study
the need for day care, heard from the committee in
March. Since then, the senate has taken no action
on the issue.
Senator Allen White, a member of the Senate
Executive Committee, said child care was discussed briefly at the SEC's Sept. 4 meeting.
"We raised it, but decided other issues were further along," he said. "Probably at the next SEC
meeting we'll talk more about it."
Sally Kilmer, chair of last year's committee,
said she is disappointed Faculty Senate has not
passed a resolution about child care.
"I wish they had taken action," she said. "But of
course our charge was to look at the feasibility,
and I think it would be beneficial."
White said the issue will probably come before
the senate and should be well-supported.
"I think there was still some information to be
gathered [when Kilmer spoke]," he said. "It
probably will come to senate in the form of a
resolution. Judging by preliminary action, I sense
it should have a rather favorable reaction."

While the senate has not acted on the child care
issue, University President Paul Olscamp said
administrators are analyzing costs and possible
sources of funding for a center. "We want a day
care center," he said. The studies will be completed this year, he added.
Olscamp's assistant, Lester Barber, said the
University is discussing the child care center.
"The University administration is taking this issue very seriously," he said. "It has been discussed at least twice in ad council and the president has asked members to develop more specific
planning material.''
Barber said it is unclear whether the University
will be able to offer child care at a relatively low
price.
Sondra Martin owner/administrator of Jack &
Jill Child Care in Bowling Green, said she has
mixed emotions about the possibility of University
day care.
"There is a large need for day care, but in the
business world, [University child care] would be
competition," she said. "If there was a center on
campus, it would probably be more convenient for
them to use that rather than going off campus."
Martin said about 30 children a day are cared for
at her center, approximately eight of which have
parents at the University.
The committee's original plan called for a center
which would service more than 100 children ranging from six weeks to 12 years old.

COLUMBUS (AP) - The
Teamsters union endorsed Republican George Voinovich for
governor Wednesday over Democrat Anthony J. Celebrezze Jr.
Backing for the former mayor
of Cleveland was contained in a
statement released by Ohio
DRIVE, the political arm of the
union, which represents 150,000
active and retired members
statewide.
Both candidates had sought the
organization's support during
appearances before its convention this summer.
Ohio DRIVE, which stands for
Democrat Republican Independent Voter Education, said it had
conducted an extensive review of
the positions of both candidates
and lengthy interviews with each.

"We further believe that
George Voinovich has the proven
leadership needed to improve
Ohio's schools, protect and create
jobs, provide qualified health
care, and make state government
more efficient and effective," the
union statement said.
Voinovich welcomed the endorsement.
"We worked real hard to get it.
I think it's an indication that one
of Ohio's strongest unions understands that the mismanagement
we've had in state government is
negatively impacting on the
economy and their members," he
said in an interview.
Voinovich indicated his comments about problems in the state
employment services and
workers compensation bureaus
had drawn a favorable response
It said the needs and interests
"There's a lot of bitterness out
of Teamsters would best be there right now among working
served by the election of Voino- people who feel state government
vich.
just doesn't care," he said.

Justice knows
no tax brackets
Cj ne down, hundreds to §o.
Tuesday, a California court indicted millionare
banker and Cincinnati native Charles Keating Jr. for
allegedly selling $200 million in worthless junk bonds
through his now-seized Lincoln Savings and Loan.
Keating, a 66-year-old former millionare who claims
to be broke, is sitting in the Los Angeles Mens'Central
Jail on a $5 million bond — like a common criminal.
Some may argue the former Naval pilot, philanthropist, member of presidential commissions and crusader against pornography doesn't belong in county
jail like a garden-variety house thief, but if anything,
he deserves the dingiest cell they've got.
The savings and loan bail-out is going to cost the
American taxpayers an estimated $2 billion.
For months, columnists have been in a rage over it,

late-night talk show hosts have lampooned it, and editorial cartoonists have drawn it as a national embarrassment.
But it's the American taxpayer who is most going to
lament the S&L failure most — to the tune of better
than $2,000 apiece.
This spring, federal S&L scandal investigators said
the number of white-collar crooks to blame for the industry collapse were too numerous to prosecute.
This was completely unacceptable and unjustifiable
cop-out.
The idea of our nation's justice department throwing
up its arms in despair ana frustration at the numbers
ot criminals in the S&L collapse is ludicrous. Savings
and loan deserves no special treatment.
When it comes to the Bush administration's war on
drugs, we are nothing short of zealots. But when the
image of the crook is a white-collar, wealthy banker,
rather than a lowly street pusher, we suddenly loose
our enthusiasm for justice.
Drug dealers who sell $2 billion in cocaine receive
only our government's worst ire, while S&L bandits

haved roamed free with the possibility of actually getting away without a chase.
Keating is accused of selling the majority of these
iunk bonds to elderly people whom he allegedly misled
to believe these high-risk bonds were federally insured. This is deplorable.
Although many civil suits have been filed since the
S&L industry collapsed, Keating's is the first criminal
case filed as a result of the fiasco.
Let's hope he's not the last banker charged.
For the sake of all the people, elderly and otherwise,
who were defrauded by savings and loans, and all of us
who will have to cough up the taxes to bail out the
failed institutions, it is about time the Justice Department started charging suspected crooks.
White-collar crime deserves no break, especially
when we're picking up a tab as big as this one.

Editorial Roundup
The United States should pass legislation that would impose stiff
prison terms and fines up to $500,000 on individuals convicted of exploiting a crisis to raise prices.
The nation would get such authority under a bill introduced last
week in the Senate (S3035) by Joseph Lieberman, D-Conn., and in the
House (HB5582) by Richard Durbin, D-IU.
However, as vital as this legislation is to the general welfare of the
nation, even if passed, it can not be used against oil companies that
began hiking prices on gasoline immediately after Iraq invaded Kuwait.
This nation has ez post facto laws, which prohibit the government
from passing legislation that is retroactive.
It's a worthy law. If it had been on the books in July, the government
would have a much stronger weapon to use against oil companies that
began hiking gasoline prices before the Iraqi army completed its conquest of Kuwait.
Lorain Journal
History has come calling many times in Europe in recent months.
Wednesday it came again. East and West Germany stepped into the
threshold of unification as its leaders and the four World War II Allies
that defeated it signed a treaty in Moscow.
Amid the hopes of the German people and the fears of others in
Europe, a new Germany comes into being in three weeks.
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze struck a worthwhile note as he observed "we can not continue to live in the past. We
have to think about the future. We are now dealing with a new Germany which has drawn its lessons from history."
Europe and the rest of the world are hoping that Shevardnadze will
prove to be prophetic.
Akron Beacon Journal
Reports that three officers in Saddam Hussein's presidential guard
were executed the other day for plotting his death suggest the hidden
turmoil behind the Iraqi leader's outward poise. With good reason,
Hussein is wondering whether he may be as much in jeopardy from
Iraqis as from foreigners.
Yet all too recently, the United States, including its ambassador
then in Iraq, April Glaspie, seemed to have had him pegged wrong.
Ambassador Glaspie was apparently appalled by a Voice of America
editorial early this year which outraged Hussein.
Citing Iraq, China, Syria and other countries, the editorial emphasized how dictatorships rely on "a large secret-police force, while the
success of democracy requires abolishment of such a force."
Hussein complained about the Voice of America editorial again
when he met last spring with Senate Minority Leader Robert Dole and
four other U. S. senators. Senator Dole told Hussein the editorial's
writer had been fired, a sad commentary on Voice of America management by the State Department.
Among other things, this sorry episode attests the value of a free
press able to call a spade a spade without fear of retribution. It also
suggests the "unwisdom" of trying to pacify dictators, especially
those as aggressive, brutal and power-hungry as Iraq's Hussein.
Cincinnati Enauirer
There was nothing alarmingly new in President Bush's speech to
Congress and the nation early this week.' But the near-unanimous support it evoked should make Iraq's despotic Saddam Hussein think
again, if he has any idea that Americans are not behind their president in the standoff in the desert.
The confrontation in the Middle East has renewed calls from 3ome
quarters for an international peace conference that would include
talks involving the Israelis and Palestinians. While Bush seemed to
support this at the Helsinki summit, Secretary of State James A.
Baker III gave a more proper response a few days later in Moscow:.
No meeting at a time when the Palestinian question would be linked
with the gulf crisis.
A more narrowly focused conference, though, might be productive.
Saddam has indicated a compromise might be reached in which Iraq
would wind up with a small, disputed piece of Kuwait. This could be a
starting point for negotiations that could lead to some sort of facesaving way out for the thief of Baghdad.
The Columbus Dispatch
Swiftly and correctly, a New York state appeals court lifted a
judge's surprising ban on publication of a book about Israel's secret
service, the Mossad. First Amendment experts had vehemently denounced Judge Michael Dontzin's temporary restraining order, issued at his home early Wednesday at the request of the Israeli
government.
Israel is not unique in seeking to ban a book considered dangerous to
its security apparatus. Britain did the same in the case of Spycatcher," written by former intelligence agent Peter Wright. But although Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's government attempted
to suppress Wright's book in Britain and Australia, American legal
experts convinced London that such action could not prevail in the
United States. Such confidence, based on a glorious tradition, was
vindicated by the New York appeals court decision. It requires,
however, that judges remain vigilant — even in the dead of night.
The Cleveland Plain Dealer
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We're mad as hell and we're
not goingto take it any more.
After Bowling Green police
raided apartments on East
Merry Street and Frazee
Avenue, that cry was heard far
and wide. Students cited for
disorderly conduct, their
friends, neighbors who escaped the unjustified wrath of
the police, and perhaps even
parents disturbed with calls
home begging for money to pay
misdemeanor fines (accrued in
innocent afternoons of baseball
watching) all felt as if an injustice had been served — and
rightfully so.
Once again, it was a case of
students being treated as second-class citizens — as if thenmoney and their presence
aren't part of what makes
Bowling Green flourish, as if
the city would actually be better off without a University and
without the 17,000-plus consumers it brings to the city
each year.
The screaming will go on for
a few weeks, until the court
sessions are over and the
checks paying the fines clear
the bank.
The city may ease up, or
East Merry Mania and parties
of the like may be all but over.
Either way, in time, the fracas
will be forgotten.

Until another episode occurs,
and it all starts again.
Almost every semester
something occurs that sends
the student body, or at least
certain groups within the student body, up in arms. Last
Spring, a woman was murered and students screamed

What's
The
Point
by
Lynn M.
Gagel
for increased safety measures.
But after a murderer was arrested and convicted, the
safety issue was forgotten.
Everv year, after heavy rain
pours down on northwest Ohio,
nitrate levels in the city water
supply soar. Warnings are issued to those in danger, and
University students complain,
question the water's safety,
and make a mad rush for local
stores to buy bottled water.
Several weeks later, the ni-

by J.A.Holmgren
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trate levels subside, students
go back to drinking water
straight from the tap, and the
issue is forgotten.
Until, of course, it happens
again. A rape will occur, and
the same safety issues will be
raised. Nitrate levels will rise
again, and student concerns
will once again surface.
And students will wonder
why nothing is ever done.
The reason is simple: most
students are doing nothing.
They look up from their books
or intramural sports or cod on
bun or greek events or soap
operas long enough to issue
outraged complaints to one another.
But bitching to one another
— or listening to one another
bitch — will not change a thing.
If students want to be treated
as something more than second-rate citizens, if they want
to see safety improved both on
campus and in Bowling Green
as a whole, if they want to see
improvements made in water
quality, if they want to see any
of their concerns addressed,
they need todo something
about it, not just complain.
Taking the time to write a
letter, sit in on a meeting or
contact someone with the
power to make a change may
make a difference.

When student activism is
mentioned, images left from
the sixties and seventies often
arise — of long-haired students
clothed in tie-dyes staging sitins on the campus lawn. Those
students do still exist.
But so do student problems.
While the whales are being
saved and grapes are being
boycotted, day-to-day concerns
go unaddressed.
Maybe it's time for a new
image of a student activist,
(I'm notifying to sound like
Kevin Coughun, really, I'm
not) one dressed not in hippie
garb, but in a Bowling Green
sweatshirt and tennis shoes.
I've seen plenty of them
around, addressing each other
with concerns about the way
University students are
treated — or mistreated.
These students are active,
and their concerns are valid.
They just need to take it one
step further and channel that
activity into the proper direction.
Active students can have a
voice in Bowling Green. They
don't have to take it any more.
They just need to speak to the
right people.
Lynn Gagel is a junior
news/editorial major and Assistant Editorial Director for
The News.
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key to stopping rape
I Record number Education
Link coordinator urges students to understand 'no means no'
vote in elections
by Lorl Miller
city writer

by J.J.Thompson
staff writer

Along with announcements
of the winning Undergraduate Student Government
senator candidates yesterday, USG officers also reported a record voter turnout for fall elections.
A total of 1,742 votes were
cast Tuesday, USG Vice
President Linda Schnetzer
said, a 57 percent increase
from last year.
According to Kevin Coughtin, USG president, the Ugh
turn-out is the result of campaigning by the candidates
this year and a growing student confidence in the effectiveness of USG.

"It's one of our biggest accomplishments since takinc
office!^
The winning candidates of
the district senator elections
■District 1 - Rob Routzahn
■District 3 - Tracy Keener
■ District 3 - Dave Long
■District 4-Scott Ziance
■District 5 - Jason T.
Jackson
■District 8 - James Waiters

■Off Campus — Anne Carleton. Dave Gamer. Melissa
Brown, Greg Rlchey, Kevin
Turner and Joanna weaver
Now that the district senators are elected, Cougblin
said the next two priorities
for USG are the fafi retreat
and preparation for the first
full General Assembly netting Oct. 1.

"People are seeing Oat
student government can do
something for them," he said.

Health Care
a Continued from page 1.
available at this point to absorb
the costs for additional faculty
members.
Concerning the possibility of future health care benefits for parttime faculty, a cost and feasibility study would have to be conducted in order to determine if
monies would be available, he
said.
"It (part-time health care)
would depend on how much
money would be available and on
other competing needs with high
priority." he said.
If health care benefits would be
offered, the costs would have to
be budgeted into future years, he
added.

cluding faculty and administration — do have to contribute to
their coverage if they elect dependent benefits.
Currently, about 750 faculty
members are covered under the
plan, he said.
A budgeted cost this year for
single coverage is $1,800, and for
those who are receiving dependent coverage, the cost is $2,500
— which is $4,300 per family, he
said.
The University absorbs about
two-thirds of this cost, he said.
This figure is about $3,400 for
family costs and $900 for individual costs.
Actual individual costs are
payroll deducted, he added.
"These are only budgeted
Morris said the University does
not charge for full-time faculty costs; the actual costs are dereceiving health care benefits; termined by the amount of
however, contracted staff — in- claims," he said.
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Editors note: This is the second
in a fiveitart weekly series on
rape awareness

Although many college students believe that date rape is
very uncommon on college campuses — they are wrong.
In a discussion Wednesday
night as part of the rapeawareness series, several students and counselors discussed
the severity and frequency of
date rape.
Between October and August,
The Link counseled 37 people—
the majority being college-aged
women, and there are "too many
to count" which have occurred
this September, said Sandy
Standriss, Coordinator of the Victims'Advocacy Program at The
Link, 525 Pike St.
"Eighty percent of all rapes

"Typically none of us know much about rape
until we are a victim, and then we get a
crash course in it."

-Sandy Standriss. Coordinator of Victim's
Advocacy Program
are aquaintance rape," Standriss
said.
The Victims' Advocacy Program (VAP) offers many services for rape survivors including
group support, advice and consolation after the rape, and financial aid and understanding legal
terms.
"[The advocate] is an objective
Krson who is not as emotional as
mily members," Standriss
said. "They are basically your
right hand.
Another important concept The
Link stresses is rape education.

"Typically none of us know
much about rape until we are a
victim and then we get a crash
course in it," she said.
Manv men rape women without
actually realizing that what they
are doing is considered rape,
Standriss said. "Men and women
both need to believe when they
say no — it means no." Terri (not
her real name) said.
Rape victims go through three
stages of recovery before actually accepting they have been
raped, Tina (not her real name)
said.

The first stage involves acute
distress and severe anxiety and
the second stage involves less
anxiety but more isolation on the
part of the victim, Tina said.
The third stage is where the
victim finally stops blaming herself for what happened.
"Everyone trunks these scars
are going to go away — but they
don't," Tina said.
For example, trust is always
the main thing violated, she said.
Victims know they trusted the
offenders and now they wonder if
they can trust others, she said.
"When someone says 'Let me
buy you a drink', in the back of
my mind I am thinking why,"
Tina said.
Other problems rape survivors
face is constant fear of their attackers and facing the courts if
they decide to press charges.
"I am scared to death that I am
going to run into him," Terri said.
Toni (not her real name) ended
See Hap*, page 6.

Link program to focus on teens
Volunteers needed to service around-the-clock phone lines
by Kim Fenicle

writer

A new program is in the works
at the Link Crisis Center, and its
focus will be to help teen-agers
who need advice or counseling.
The program — called Teen-toTeen Line — is planned to start in
January.
This telephone line will be in
service around-the-clock, and
teens can call to talk to other
teens about their problems, said
Lisa Ziska-Marchand, director of
Crisis Intervention at the center.
However, more volunteers are
needed to help with this service
and other services at the Crisis
Center, Ziska-Marchand said.
Since 1975, The Link Crisis
Center, 525 Pike St., has provided
24-hour service to crisis victims
at the University and in the city.
Anyone interested in becoming

a Link volunteer can stop in and
get an application. Previous experience or background in social
work is not necessary, ZiskaMarchand said.
"We need someone who genuinely wants to help others," she
said.
The Link provides a wide range
of services, but volunteers generally encounter problems dealing with relationships, stress,
domestic violence, rape and suicide, she said.

vocacy Program, which helps
victims deal with violent crimes,
and Emergency Psychological
Services. School, church and education services are also offerred, she said.
Volunteers make up the backbone of the program, she said,
and there are approximately
50-60 volunteers.
Many students and community
members have chosen to help
people in need through this program, she explained.
Laurie, a senior social work
Students who need advice can major, has been a Link volunteer
call the 24-hour hotline at 352-1545 since January 1988.
or talk to a Link volunteer faceAs a social work major, she beto-face, Ziska-Marchand said.
"Our goal," she said, "is to be came involved with the program
here for people in an immediate to make sure it was the right
crisis ana then refer them to an- major for her.
"I talk people out of suicide, file
other agency if more help is
child abuse reports, talk about
needed.
Other programs provided by gay concerns, school problems,
The Link include community re- poverty and family problems,"
sources, such as the Victims Ad- Laurie said. "We give them short

term help and then help to get
them with a long term agency.
Laurie said has met many
great people and learned a lot.
"We're all caring individuals.
We're here to support each other
and help each other out," she
added.
Every Link volunteer must
complete a training session in
preparation for facing any crises,
Ziska-Marchand said.
For Crisis Center volunteers,
this training can be completed in
six weeks of formal sessions, with
meetings one or two times a
week.
However, additional training is
necessary for volunteers interested in the Victim Advocacy
Program or Teen-to-Teen Line,
she added.
The next training session will
be in February; however, applications may be completed at any
time.
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" Your Connection to the World"
The "We can't Believe it sale"
Hey Students, We can't
believe you haven't purchased
Cable yet. Special Packages
available with savings of 22%
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bonus coupons, savings
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limited time only!
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352 - 8424
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Student fights to promote recycling
by Tara A. Ralnson
staff writer

Craig Wittig's personal war
against waste began last year
when he first noticed the yellow
recycling collection barrels in his
residence hall.
"It really started me thinking
about [recycling]," he said.
Witting worked last summer at
a recycling company, BrowningFerris Industries, located north
of Mansfield O., and organized
curbside recycling programs in
Mansfield and Lexington as a
volunteer project
His regular summer job duties
included separating and preparing glass, plastic and aluminum
cans and sending them to plants
to be recycled. His job exposed
him to the need for curbside recycling programs, and he decided
to try to implement one in Mansfield, he explained.
Wittig distributed fliers to 1,600
homes, but only 200 homes responded, he said. BFI required at
least 400 participants to justify

"It has to be done —
we can't just throw
things away
anymore."
-Craig Wittig,
sophomore
environmental health
major, on the need
tor recycling.

company and will lose money
through recycling, he said.
However, he expects more
Mansfield citizens to begin participating. "I think once people see
what's going on, more will be involved, he said.
Wittig also pioneered a recycling program at his hometown
church in response to a request on
Earth Day, he said.
He still spends about five hours
each week working for the two
programs, he added.
In addition, Witting, sophomore
environmental health major, devotes 10-15 hours each week to the
campus aluminum can recycling
program. Program participants
collect cans from the cafeterias
and residence halls every night
and transport them to the Bowling Green recycling center, he
said.

buying a truck to collect the
trash, so Wittig attended a village
council meeting in Lexington, the
town where he went to high
school, to try to "drum up" extra
business.
The Lexington council agreed
to make recycling mandatory in
their village, and BFI got the contract, Wittig said. The 200 Mansfield respondents were also inWitting said the on-campus
cluded in the program.
program is composed entirely of
volunteers and funded by profits
Wittig speculates that Lexing- from the returned cans, he said.
ton was more receptive than
"It has to be done — we can't
Mansfield because Mansfield just throw things away anyowns and operates its own trash more," he said.

■Campus ^"^^"■^—^^■B^™
Pollyeyes 440 E. Court 352-9638
LIVE MUSIC IS BACK!
Tom Gorman 10-1 Friday

Stay tuned to

The BG News
lor all the latest in campus,
city, state, and world news...

RAISEA
THOUSAND
IN A WEEK

BG activist
asking for
alterations
by Tara A. Ralnson
staff writer

Recycling efforts on the University campus leave a lot to be
desired, according to sophomore
environmental health major
Craig Wittig, who works for the
aluminum can recycling program and has been involved in
two other programs.
Wittig said the University's recycling program neglects many

potentially recyclable materials, the next week, Corbitt said.
such as glass and paper.
"I think it'll be a much better
The University, on the recom- arrangement [if the new arrangmendation of the Waste Man- ement is implemented]," Corbitt
agement Task Force, has been said.
collecting cardboard from resi- 6 Rodgers Quadrangle currently
dence hall cafeterias, the Union,
rovides drop-boxes for recyclathe University Bookstore and
le glass bottles, plastics and
Jerome Library since last newspapers on all floors.
Christmas, said Executive Direc"[But Rodgers] is just a drop in
tor of Auxiliary Services Jim the pail — it's nothing," Wittig
Corbitt.
said.
Students should also recycle
The cardboard is taken to the their newspapers, he said. CollecBowling Green Recycling Center, tion boxes for recyclable newsCorbitt said.
papers are available in Rodgers
and in 210 West Hall.
The University receives no inWittig also believes students
come from these efforts, but is should donate their used pop cans
spared the expense of transport- to the on-campus collection sering the cardboard to a landfill, vice, he said. The service is coorCorbitt said.
dinated by students, and is not
The University's recycling funded by the University adminprogram may be altered within istration, he said.

Clubs offer awareness of
ethnic, cultural diversity
more about foreign students and
vice versa", said Julie Aultman,
president of the club.
Despite former lack of particiFor those students interested in pation on the part of many gradescaping to other cultures, there uates, Aultman said "many [stuare several different ethnic clubs dents] are enthusiatic to involve
which offer diverse cultural ac- themselves in the events we
tivities at the University.
offer."
Three of these organizations
include the World Student AssoThe second club, the Latino
ciation, Latino Student Union and Student Union, tries to educate
Board of Black Cultural Activi- students in Hispanic traditions
ties.
and origins.
The purpose of the WSA is to
The club was created "because
create an opportunity for both there was an apparent need for
foreign and American students to cultural diversity," Yolanda Arlearn about each other's culture mola, advisor of the club. said.
and, consequently, the world
around them.
"We promote fun activities so
that American students can learn
by Dorcas Nyakana
staff writer

fleeting "not only on the past but
on the future of the role of Hispanics in the world today."
The BBCA's purpose is to provide cultural awareness of black
heritage on campus.
"Our aim is to maintain black
unity by providing cultural and
educational activities," Karla
Ingram, president of the club,
explained. The number of members in the club has diminished
since its beginning in the late 70s
"due to the decreased number of
enrolled black students," Ingram
said.
However, public support is
strong, she added.
All three clubs said they encourage students to loin and
benefit from the social, educational and cultural experience.

The lundraiser tot's working
on 1800 coflent ampuml
Your campus group can earn up to
$1000 in just one week. No investment
needed. Be first on your campus A FREE
gift just lor calling Call *tm

1-800-765-8472 Ext.90

Too Late
For Xmas?
You bet. At least it will
be too late to get your
senior prints back in
time to give with or as
Christmas gifts, unless
you act now. Schedule
your portrait sitting for
this week or next or
you'll miss one of the
most personal gift
accompaniments: a
senior portrait of you by
Varden Studios of New
York.

can
The KEY office
now
at 372-8086.
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Greeks honor athletes at Black Greeks active at BG
tonight's sports banquet
by Heather Felly
staff writer

the guest speaker will be Mel
Mahler, the University's assistant soccer coach.
Cheryl Sokoll, Student RecreaThe first annual Greek Intra- tion Center director of intramumural Sports Banquet is taking rals, will also present a five
place tonight to pay tribute to last minute speech thanking those
who participated, she said.
year's participants.
by Heather Ferry
staff writer

Christine Kendzora, Panhellenic Counsel intramural chair,
said, "The sports awards in the
past have been given out at the
Spring Scholarship Dessert, but
this year we decided to start the
Intramural Sports Banquet."
The banquet's theme will be
"everyone who participates is a
winner," Kendzora said, adding

warded to one fraternity and one
sorority member), and an award
for the chapter who participated
the most.
There will also be a surprise award according to Bryon Speakman, Inter fraternity Council intramural chair.
Speakman and Kendzora said it
There will be more than 100 took about a year to plan for the
awards distributed at the banquet event.
to recognize intramural members who participated from fall
"It took us a long time and we
1989 to spring 1990.
hope to make this a tradition,"
Kendzora said.
Some of the awards which will
The banquet will take place
be presented include the Greek from 7 — 9j).m. in the Ice Arena
Athletes of the Week Award, Banquet Room, by invitation
Greek Athlete of the Year fa- only.

On a predominately white University campus, the Greek
system is primarily composed of
white students. Another branch of
the Greek system does exist,
however, but it is almost unknown.
Black sororities and fraternities were established at the University to battle the discrimination laws of the past.
"We were founded to help
blacks have a voice on predominately white campuses," Troy
"Cricket" Hardgrow, president
of Black Greek Council, said.
"When we were established,
there was a lot of racism and discrimination on campuses."
In 1911 at Indiana University,
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity was
founded because 10 men who
were refused admittance into the
white Greek system started their
own system, according to Hardgrow.
There are three predominately
black fraternities on campus:
Kappa Alpha Psi, Phi Beta Sigma, and Alpha Phi Alpha. There
are also three predominately
black sororities: Zeta Phi Beta,
Delta Sigma Theta, and Sigma
Gamma Rho.
These Greek fraternities and
sororities have a unique way of
receiving their members — they
have no set time in which they
have a rush period.
The fraternities have what are
called "Smokers," and the sororities have "Teas." These are the
information nights that famil-

iarize students who are interested
in becoming members.
"One fraternity can have a
Smoker one week and another
may have theirs the following
week," Hardgrow said. "They
can have as many Smokers as
they'd like."

fraternities and sororities have
an average membership of about
six to seven.
"We are a small voice in a
large system " Hardgrow said.
They are also involved with the
other Greek organizations on
campus. The Black Greek fraternities and sororities have seats on
The name Smoker came about the Panhellenic Council and
because in the past when men Interfratemity Council.
wanted to entertain they would
put on their smoking jackets —
These fraternities and sororithe term seemed to stick, Hard- ties also have their own Black
grow said.
Greek Council, which is similar to
After the men go through the these Greek councils.
Smokers they have interviews
that are very much like business
In the past, they have also been
interviews.
involved in the St. Valentine's
"They have to have references Day Massacre Dance — now, the
and letters of recommendation," Stomp-Out Racism dance —
Hardgrow said. "It is like a busi- which represents the day racism
ness interview."
died, with other Greek system
The predominately black members.
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WINTHROP TERRACE Apts
AND THE FALCONS. . .

A WINNING COMBINATION
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Turning Around 101

BG Nawi/Jay Murdock

Junior Todd Breltmann (fop.center) demonstrates the correct way to 'about lace' to a group ol Air
Force ROTC cadets on the deck ot Jerome Library Wednesday afternoon. Breltmann Is flight commander of the Bravo Flight group, which Is comprised of freshman cadets.

The Society of Professional Journalists
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to an Information meeling.
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"MYMRT-TIME
JOB AT UPS IS REALLY
WORKING OUT."
"UPS is paying me almost $10,000
a year to get in the best shape of my life
See, I work part-time sorting packages,
about four hours a day. After sitting in
class all day, it feels good to get some exercise It's like doing a couple of hours in
a gym—except you get paid to work out
That's not the only advantage of
working at UPS. There are other benefits— like choosing your own work
schedule and getting paid holidays
and vacations Jobs open up in Accounting. Industrial Engineering, I.S.
and Customer Service. But if you're
looking to shape up while adding weight
to your wallet—try Operations.
"If the whole student body worked at
UPS, everybody would be in better
shape—physically and financially."

CAMP COURAGEOUS
Have Fun and Make Fun for Others
Wednesday, Sept. 26 at

Easy Sreet
featuring blues band
Art A Roman Gnswold A the Organlcs
proceeds for the evening go towards Individual scholarships for Camp
Courageous, Northwest Ohio's camp for the mentally disabled

Students interested in year round
part-time positions should meet with
employment representatives Monday,
September 24, from 9AM • 3PM on
the 3rd floor of the Student Union
In the Capitol Room. We are an equal
opportunity employer.
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Elsewhere
Inflation threats increase

Greenspan explains economic harm of higher oil prices
by Martin Crutttnger
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON - Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan
told Congress on Wednesday that
the Persian Gull crisis has piled
: "new and substantial risks'' on
an already faltering national
economy.

Financial markets had been
eagerly awaiting Greenspan's
first report on economic conditions since the Persian Gulf turmoil began. But for the most part
they reacted with disappointment
as the Fed chiefman seemed to
dash hopes of a quick move to
lower interest rates.

The Dow Jones industrial average was down almost 10 points in
In a generally gloomy assess- late afternoon trading.
ment of U.S. economic prospects,
Greenspan's comments repreGreenspan said the jump in oil
prices since Iraq's Aug. 2 invasion of Kuwait had increased the "The oil shock has
threat of both higher inflation and clearly increased
a recession.
But the chair of the central both the probability
bank rejected suggestions that
. U.S. economic policy makers of inflation and
were in effect being held hostage recession."
: by Iraqi President Saddam Hus-Alan Greenspan,
sein.
While he conceded that the Federal Reserve
Fed's Job of promoting noninflationary growth has been
Chairman
:
made more difficult by the un| folding events in the Persian
Gulf, he insisted the central bank sented a setback for the Bush
still had tools to mitigate the eco- administration as well. The ad• ■nomic fallout.
ministration has been lobbying
I But private economists said for months for the Fed to lower
'Greenspan's pessimistic com- interest rates in order to avert the
ments reflected the tough choices first economic downturn since the
facing him. Normally, rising 1981-82 recession.
i unemployment and other signs of
Greenspan said at present the
.'sluggish growth would prompt economy was still growing, al;the central bank to slash interest though at a very slow pace. But
'.rates in order to spur demand.
he ticked off a number of negaI But the oil price shock means tive impacts stemming from the
that the country is now in the more than $10 per barrel rise in
grips of its worst bout of inflation oil prices since Aug. 2 and said
• in nine years, with consumer prospects of a future downturn
■ prices climbing at an annual rate could not be ruled out.
'of 6.2 percent.
"Regrettably, events in the

Middle East have introduced new
and substantial risks to the outlook," Greenspan told the congressional Joint Economic Committee.
While refusing to say whether
the chance of a recession was now
above SO percent, he did say,
"The oil shock has clearly increased both the probability of inflation and recession."
Greenspan did not signal that
the Fed either had eased credit
already or was planning any immediate easing moves.
Instead, he merely repeated
comments made in the past that
financial markets would respond
favorably to a credible deficit reduction package by pushing longterm rates, such as mortgage
rates, lower and the Fed would do
its part by helping to lower shortterm rates.
The Fed chairman said that if
crude oil prices average around
$30 per barrel over the next year,
about $10 above the price before
Aug. 2, the higher oil prices would
likely lower economic growth by
a full percentage point during a
Sear's time while boosting the ination rate by up to two percentage points.

His cases in
Ohio on the rise
COLUMBUS (AP) - The Ohio Department of Health on
Wednesday noted an increase of nearly 100 percent in the number of syphilis cases reported last year — 431 compared with 217
inl9M.
Thomas Halpin, chief of communicable diseases, attributed
the increase to more sexual activity related to toe drug problem
and, to some extent, an apparent lessening of concerns about the
spread of AIDS.
The Ohio data and a study by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control showed a 34 percent increase since 19tl in the national syphilis rate—the highest in 40 years.
Overall, 18.4 of every 190,000 Americans were treated for syphilis last year, up from the 13.7 cases per 100,000 in 1911, the
study showed.
Ohio is still below its 1961 levels but ie rapidly increasing, to a
possible 1.000 cases this year, Halpin said.
Ohio had aboiit 1,«W k 1900 but dropped to m m ISO and cootinued to decline until the turnaround that started in I960, Halpin
said.
The figures showed a dramatic increase among blacks.
Halpin said Ohio's 1989 total reflected a 147 percent increase
among black males, with cases among white males declining 35
percent.
CDC researchers said the rate among blacks more than doubled nationally between 1986 and 1089, to 121.8 cases from SIC
cases per 100,000 people. Nationally, syphilis rates among white
males nave dropped 69 percent since 19B, they said.
The CDC said the higher rate among blacks may be linked to a
higher incidence of drug abuse, poverty and homelessnes*.
"This is just one more problem that can be attached to that
disenfranchised group," said ADvn K. Nakaahlma of the CDCs
division of sexually transmitted diseases.
For white females, tile rate remains low and unchanged in the
nation, although Ohio had a slight Increase in 1989, from seven to
10 cases. Among black females, the Ohio increase was from 30 to
74 cases.
The increases among women, traditionally not as vulnerable
as men to syphilis, bolstered Halpin's suspicion "of the use of sex
to get money for drugs."
The CDC said the sharp rise since 1905 may reflect a decline In
concern about AIDS.

A Fed report released Wednesday on conditions in various parts
of the country emphasized the
weak economy. The report, nicknamed the "beige book," said economic activity in the Fed's 12
regions was either expanding
more slowly at present or actually declining.
"Weakness is most apparent in
the Northeastern and MidAtlantic districts," the report
said.
Asked about the regional disparities during his testimony,
Greenspan said that clearly the
East Coast was in worse shape at
WARSAW, Poland (AP) present than the West Coast.
President Wojciech Jaruzelski,
the only Communist leader to
survive politically after democratic revolutions swept the East
bloc, told Parliament on Wednesday he will resign early to help
Poland complete its transition to
democracy.
Jaruzelski's announcement
came amid increased calls for his
HANS
resignation to make way for a
popularly chosen head of state.
Solidarity chair Lech Walesa
has already declared his candi10% OFF
dacy for president, and Prime
WIIM IHIS AL>
Minister Tadeusz Mazowiecki,
WE DO ANY KIND OF ALTERATIONS:
Walesa's former adviser and
ally, also is considering running.
As Communist Party leader in
1981. Jaruzelski imposed martial

Jaruzelski to quit
as Polish president

TAILORING
& ALTERATIONS

166 S. MAIN

354 5944

ITieguy looked likeastodent", but Alvin
suspected his out-oMown cheek.

Hendrix
grave still
drawing
mourners

RENTON, Wash. (AP) Twenty years after his death,
legendary rock guitarist Jimi
Hendrix still packs 'em in.
They don't come in large numbers at any one time, but they
come. Some bring guitars, some
bring flowers. Visitors might
spend a little time at his grave,
strumming tunes.
"The crowds here have mellowed a bit, as has the mood of the
country," said Hank Kerns, general manager of Greenwood Memorial Park, where Hendrix is
buried.
"Once in a while they'll leave a
beer can, but we're careful to get
it picked up right away."
Kerns said the number of visitors to Hendrix's grave has increased during the past few
years, and the Goodwill Games
brought more than usual. One
national magazine, he said, listed
visiting the gravesite as one of
the things to do in Seattle while
attending the international athletic contest.
Hendrix died in London on Sept.
18, 1970. According to coroner's
records, he died when he choked
on his vomit. A non-lethal amount
of barbituate drugs was found in
his system.
"Forever in our hearts." reads
his headstone, which includes an
electric guitar carved in basrelief. There is little to indicate he
was the king of acid rock, but by
the time of his death at age 27 he
had forged a lasting legacy.
"I heard he was buried around
here. I needed to make the pilgrimage," Peg Wood said during
a visit to the cemetery.
Hendrix, who grew up in Seattle's predominantly black Central
Area, was about 14 when he
talked his father into buying him
a $5 used guitar, according to Al
Hendrix.
"He wore that thing out," the
father said. "Later on I got him
his first electric guitar and I got a
sax. I didn't know much about the
sax and he didn't know much
about the guitar. So we'd make
quite a bit of noise."

law but peacefully transferred
power to a Solidarity-led
government eight years later. He
was named president by parliament in July 1989 for a six-year
term.
Jaruzelski sent a letter
Wednesday to the Sejm, or lower
house of parliament, asking it to
name a date for ending his term.
Jaruzelski announced his
Elanned resignation after a six- Rape
our meeting at which the nation's feuding political leaders D Continued from page 3.
agreed in principle to hold early up pressing charges against her
elections for both the presidency attackers and went through a lot
and parliament. No date was set of trouble in the process.
for what would be postCommunist Poland's first fully
Lawyers, police officers and
democratic elections for presi- prosecutors were always calling
and asking her questions, she
dent and parliament.
said.
"I didn't even have two days to
she said. "It didn't seem
275 S. Main St. 353-3060 myself,"
like I had much of a choice as to
"BOWLING GREEN
what I was doing."
AVOID THE HASSLE
Many of the victims said they
Drop your car off on your way to class with our shuttle bus service
hid what had happened to them
because they blamed themselves.
" A whole new way to get your car fixed"
• IF THEBES NOTHING WRONG WITH YOUR CAR WE WON'T FIX IT
"You do not feel like you're
• IF THERE IS WE'LL FIX IT RIGHT
worthy enough to tell other people
• IF FOR ANY REASON IT'S NOT RIGHT WELL 00 IT OVER OR REFUND YOUR MONEY
about it because you don t feel
• WE GUARENTEE OUR PARTS 1 LABOR
• WE KEEP OUR WORD
you are a victim," Beth (not her
real name) said.
6 Months or 600 Mile Warranties • Low Cost Rentals
Next week's story will focus of
SOHIO, BP & Major Credit Cards Accepted
the psychological profile of the
HOURS: MON-FRI 7 AM 9PM SAT 8 AM-5 PM
rapist, victim, and loved ones
New location

Now location

FREE >/2 Hour Of Pool!
play '/2 hour and receive second Vi hour FREE
one coupon per table

IKcdl dSilliarcL
145 N. Main St.
ocross the street from Finders

Complete line of Custom Pool Tables,
Cue Sticks and Accessories
Open at noon
Open till 4 a.m. Thurs/Fri/Sat.
uolid thru end of Sept. 1990.

Banking locally can make shopping a lot easier. And OC's
StudentCheck account is designed especially for college students...
with a low opening balance and a low monthly service fee that
can be waived with an average monthly balance of just $400. So
check into StudentCheck at Ohio Citizens. And you won't be a
stranger anymore.

OHK) CITIZENS BANK

University Village
&

University Courts Apts.
are now renting
• 1 Bedroom $350
• 2 Bedroom $400
• 9-Month and 12-Month
Leases

• Heat, water, cooking, and
sewer included
• Central air
• No pets please

Walking distance to Campusciouah & Mercer
OC Branch-735 S. Main St. • MONEY CENTER-434 E. Wooster

(419) 352-0164

Bowling Green
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Sluggish first half plagues
Falcon soccer team again
by Chris Miller
sports writer

For some reason, the soccer
team keeps forgetting about one
little detail this season that happens to be of somewhat importance.
The first half.
For the fourth straight game,
the Falcons spotted an opponent
an early lead and for the third
time in a row, it's cost them.
This time it was Central Michigan. The Chippewas scored twice
within a six-minute period of the
opening half en route to a 2-1 MidAmerican Conference win
Wednesday at Mickey Cochrane
Field.
The loss dropped the Falcons to
W overall and fa in the MAC. BG
started the season with three
straight wins.
Central Michigan improved to
3-3-1 and 1-0 in the MAC.
"We put ourselves behind the
eight ball again," BG coach Gary
Palmisano said. "We just keep
finding ways to lose."
Actually, the method of choice
of late has been the first half.
The Falcons opened the year
with two shutouts, but scored only
one time in the opening period.
Since then, BG has trailed Ohio
State (1-0), Dayton (1-0) and Indiana (2-0) at the intermission.
"You can't keep burying yourself and then have to play catch
up the rest of the game," Palmisano said. "We did that against
Ohio State and came back to win
(2-1), but trying to get two goals
in a half is not an easy thing to
do."
Actually, the Falcons did play a
dominating first half, and for that
matter, a dominating game. BG
outshot Central 12-4 and controlled the tempo, but the Chippewas
made two of their three first-half
shots count.
BG took over from the kick off,
but just 8:25 into the match, Central's Peter Van Vliet took a free
kick from 60 yards away that
sailed over sweeper Ryan Dell's
head to the far post.
Sophomore forward Craig
Bailey then darted in and pushed
the ball past BG goalie Greg
Murphy for his fifth goal of the
year.
"If there has been a real problem on this team this year, it's
been a lack of leadership and ma-

turity in the backfield," Palmisano said. "Everyone was just
standing around looking at each
other and Murphy never came off
his line. No one took charge."
But the Chippewas weren't finished. Six minutes later BG again
was called for a foul in the midfield and Central was able to convert.
Jack McBride's long pass was
knocked down by BG midfielder
Andrew Arthurs, but CMU's Ian
Whitelaw was there for the rebound. His 20-yard bending shot
found the top right comer and
Central was up 2-0.

(Hornak) knows we were a better
team, but we didn't prove it. We
let them have that first goal and it
put them into the game.
The Falcons continued to attack, but the packed-in Central
defense was able to thwart BG's
advances until Rob Martella was
able to put the Falcons on the
board with 21:25 left.
Brian Bonham started the play
by winning the ball in the midfield and hitting halfback Chris
Iantoni on the left side. Martella
then took Iantoni's pass from 22
yards away, maneuvered to the
right of a defender and fired a
shot over CMU goalie Jerry Smolensk's head to cut the lead to 2-1.
It was Martella's third goal of
the year and first in the last four
games.

"The obvious key for us was
that we got the two goals early
and we were able to hold on, '
Central coach Jim Hornak said.
"There's no doubt BG controlled
the game, but we did what we had
The Falcons kept pressuring
to do to hang on."
Smolenski, but BG's last legitimate effort ended when Bob
Once they got the lead, the Boyle's headball went wide left
Chippewas were content to pack with 1:05 remaining.
nine or 10 players in the defensive
"I thought we really needed to
third of the field and wait for a
fast-break type scoring opportu- get a goal the first half, but we
couldn't get it," Palmisano said.
nity.
"We keep making verbal mis"We didn't do that intentiona- takes ana you can't keep doing
lly," Hornak said. "The way BG that and expect to stay in
was playing, it was the only thing games."
we could do to mark up with all
their guys."
The Falcons hope to get back on
the winning track when they host
That's what really irked Pal- Brooklyn at 3 p.m. Saturday in
misano.
the second game of the Kwik Goal
Classic. Ohio State and Tulsa
"We made a game of it and it start the tourney at 1 p.m. BG will
really shouldn't have been a then take on Tulsa at 3 p.m. Sungame," he said. "I'm sure he day.
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'Oooh, if only I
had a cup of
Angelica from
Grounds For
Thought..."

™ Bowl *N* Greenery'
All you Can Eat
11:30 - 2:00
4:00 - 7:00
•

(must be 21)

Soup 'n' Salad

Located In the University Union

Michael Katon
]
Blitzen
Rich Michael and More...

Rizzo
Rasberry Jam

$3 99
$4.50

• Hot Entrees
• Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
• Choice of Beverage

The Best Bands in Bowling Green
Play at

Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only for on campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for off campus students

893 S. Main

Good for One Free Cover Charge

354-OH6

The KEY'S

"I want the best care
I can find. That's
why, for years, I've
trusted my eyes to
Burlington Optical.1'

The
GREIs
When?

Hub M ;■.
U( IVA H.nlio

ONE DAY SERVICE
for most prescriptions with experienced
Opticians at your service.
You must be completely satisfied
or we will return your money.

STANLEY H. KAPLAN

SO Nmrt/Mark Deckard
Falcon sophomore forward Rob Martella baffles with Central Michigan's Pete Van Vllet for control of the
ball. Martella scored the only goal for BG in Its 2-1 loss to the Chippewas.

Most Wanted List
Are you on It?
The 1990 KEYs are almost here and we need to clean house. Those
listed below have yet to pick up their 1989 KEY. Please do so at your earliest convenience at 28 West Hall and bring an I.D.
I|
*'*"""
■"*' *■•»
l*ml)«wM»r1

j—■■»>■«
CKMBNMMr

fTMiirjue;
Bey***
k»l IW|

A^Him f—
*
*

UnVdmr
Troy A
Troy A

K/Mnw Htm

^Burlington Optical

Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
CLASS NOW FORMING ON
BOSU CAMPUS
CALL AMY VOJTA FOR DETAILS

EVES EXAMINED BY DR. S. SHIf f OPTOMETRIST

TOLEDO
1955 S. RVvnol

372-4693
Totsdo CwiMr, 3450 w. Central
Sull. 322, 53S-J701

JH2-202(I

TOLEDO
11 ". t \V. S> Iv.ini.i

IIOWIINC. CKEEN
Ihlf. F. W«

472-1113

352-2533

COME JOIN IN THE FUN !!
GRAND
e^ SLAM
SLAM^

SOFTBALL
TOURNAMENT
SOFTBALL

Music Provided
By:

BLITZEN

19 fSH9°

4-7 pm
WFAL
UMM

(wiNPRizES) WEEKEND
FOOD

MrMs**l«^

IT'S A WORLD
SERIES OF
FUN I

■rlftOeyeM

Carnival
Games
(WIN PRIZES)

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 3-8 P.M.
Location: Intermural fields by the Ice Arena
Rainsite: Eppler Center

Hew

tsnakei
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Dotson's determination paying off
by Charles Toll
sports editor

If football coaches could chisel
filayers out of concrete, every
inebacker would tower more
than six-foot five and mass close
to 250 pounds.
Unfortunately, even Rodin
could not carve
a real heart in a
block of stone.
At six-foot,
200 pounds.
Bowling Green
inside linebacker Charles
Dotson is not a
prototype line- Dotson
backer.
But whoever said you have to
be big to be good?
"Charles is an undersized linebacker who makes up for it with
his great heart, great determination and outstanding
speed," BG inside linebacker
coach Kurt Humes said.
"Normally when you look at a
guy (Jus size), you say hey he's
too small to play linebacker. But
he's proved that wrong and become a real team leader and outstanding plaver."
Too small has never been in
Dotson's vocabulary, who has
wanted to play linebacker since
the fifth grade. By the time he
was in the eighth grade, he was
lifting weights and running every
morning with his older brother
Johnny.
When Dotson looked at col-

Congratulations
To The
4.0 AlPha Phi's

leges, he had only one request —
to play linebacker.
"As a linebacker, there is a
feeling you can control the
game, he said. "You can come
up and hit a running back and
make him fumble, or you can
sack a quarterback on a blitz, or
get an interception. It just gives
you a real sense of control because that's where the action is."
However, not many teams were
willing to play someone his size at
linebacker. Most of the schools
that recruited him (Purdue, Cincinnati, Penn State) asked him to
play in the secondary.
After considering his options,
Dotson chose BG because he
could stay close to his family in
Toledo and play linebacker — or
so he thought.
Upon arriving to 1986 fall camp,
he was immediately switched to
strong safety. The transition
proved to be slow and painful.
"At first, it was hard for me,"
said Dotson, who weighed a slender 178 pounds as a freshman. "I
was blowing coverages. I didn't
know how to back pedal."
Although Dotson eventually
caught on, the coaches had
already decided to switch him to
weak inside linebacker, or the
'Willie,' as the season neared.

BG linebacker Charles Dotson brings down Virginia Tech's Vaughn
But before Dotson could get Hebron lor one ol his 15 tackles, nine solos, two weeks ago in a 21-7

File Photo/Paul Vemon
loss to the Hokles. Dotson began his Falcon career in the secondary
but has emerged as a delenslve leader at linebacker.

comfortable in his new position,
he was red-shirted.

being red-shirted, it gave him
more time to concentrate on
school and build up his body
strength.
"I was captain my junior and
senior year at (Waite) high
school, but when I came here I
tson said although he hated had to take a back seat," the Po-

"By the time we moved him to
the linebacking position, he didn't
have enough time to learn it," BG
head coach Moe Ankney said.
"We just decided hei \wasn'tt ready

CAMPUS POLLYEYES *»0 E. Court 352 9638
PAGLAIS 945 S. Main 352 - 7571

Kim Atkins
Andrea Beaudoin
Terri Briggs
Kari Kolman
Sue Moorehead
Mendi Myers
Karen Radlinski
Kim Susbauer

A Buffet everyday
COUPONS WORTH CLIPPING
s

4.25
Any 10" pizza
with two items

»9.00
Any Large 14 Inch
Two Item Pan Pizza &
One Quart of Coke
Extra Items 1 20
CAMPUS IMI I VI VI s

A '10.90 value | Extra Items 70'
exp inti'-t | ( \MM Shlll V| VIS

s
13.95
Two 14 Inch
Two Item Pizzas
,and Two Mugs of Coke

You're Phi-Nominal!

Extra Items 1 20
CAMPUS POU.VWES

A '19.50 value
MS K>3l-00

A '5.50 valu

CXP l*> II '*

9

10.95

I
Two 12 inch
I
Two item Pizzas
I and Two Mugs ol Coke
j Extra Items 90'
A '16 50 value
ICAMPUS POLLYEYES

«'*p K> M 'MI

It's Time

litical Science major said. "It
was tough and I didn't like it. But
in retrospect, it was positive that
I got red-shirted."
In 1987, Dotson came out determined and earned the starting
'Willie' position. His 119 tackles
were second on the team and seventh in the Mid-American Conference.

Not bad, considering he started
only six games and missed the
final one with a broken ankle.

Reds' hurlers
suffering from

Despite his size and the injury, J-.^rkWCictowmv
he finished second in the balloting UlCUIlslslcIlC J
for MAC Freshman of the Year.
CINCINNATI (AP) — The CinQ See Dotson, page 9. cinnati Reds have worries about
their starting pitching, particularly the struggling Tom Browning, going into the stretch drive of
the race for the National League
West title.
The Reds began a road trip
HAPPY HOUR
Wednesday in Houston with a
MON-FRI 5-7
4^-game lead over Los Angeles
NGHTIY :»NK SPECIALS
||TUXEDO JUNCTION l|
in the NL West with just 2Vfe weeks
to play in the season. But several
of their best pitchers are either
hurt or struggling.
Browning (13-9) gave up three
Mon - Taco Party
home runs in Tuesday's 5-3 loss to
San Francisco. He struggled
Tue - Hot Hor's
through five innings, giving up
Wed - Nacho Night
sevennits and four earned runs.
A CASUAL GOOD TIME
Thur - Super Sub
That continued a three-week
HON. MAIN ST.
slide that began when Browning
Bowling Gfttn
Fri - Beer Dogs
352-9232
sprained his ankle Aug. 17. Since
returning to the rotation Aug. 29,
he is 1-3 with an 8.78 earned run
average in four games.
Normally known for his control, Browning said he cannot explain his sudden tendency to be
USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG
erratic in pitch placement.
"I could throw some good pitches to one guy. and the next one I
have no idea where the ball is going," Browning said. "That's not
me. If I'm going to miss,
(usually) I'm going to miss just a
little bit off the strike zone."
Fellow left-hander Danny
Jackson (5-5), the scheduled starter Wednesday night in Houston,
had not won a game since coming
Applications now available
off the disabled list Aug. 30. Jackson had an upper respiratory
in 405 Student Services
condition that caused stiffness in
his shoulder. He pitched well Saturday against the Dodgers — six
hits and three runs in seven innings — but lost his third consecutive decision. Before Saturday,
Jackson gave up 12 runs and 23
hits in 13 innings.
s.
"Right now, our starting rotation has 2Vs question marks out of
Questions: Call Undergraduate Student Government
four," Reds pitching coach Stan
Williams said. "These guys look
like they should be peaking about
'USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG
the time the season rolls to an
end. But the problem is we've got
get some efforts in between
■l'_in 'l'_y> 'I'JkO 'I'-io .|.^d .|._\n .|._\u .|._i< .|,_io to
now andthen."
"At this time of the year, what
you need is good, consistent starting pitching," Reds manager Lou
Piruella said.
Only Jose Rijo (12-7) has been
consistent lately for the Reds. In
his last six starts, the righthander is 4-1 with a 1.13 ERA.

Be a Leader

C8/MI? Pwfflw
Owen* Coming Flborgtat
Syrnr-Iotado
Marathon CHI
Whr-Ftoday

Excellent Experience!
Good Pay!
Great Locations!

American EtecWc Power
$10mr - Columbus

Co-op

Cooper TVe a Rubber
Wlv-Rndlay
NCR Corporation
SUVhr - Dayton

Interviewing
NOW

for
Spring
Positions

lu*ln<>« ■ PortWom
General Electric
S8.hr - Cleveland
Westlngnouw
Sfthr - Lima
Ohio Edison
S8/hr-Akron
General Electric
SWhr • Ft. Wayne
Cooper Tire ft Rubber
$8/hr - FlneUay

Information Sessions
Thurs
Thurs
Fri
Thurs
Thurs
Fri

Sepi 20
Sepi 27
Sepi 28
Oci 4
Oci ll
Oci 19

ll:0O am
3:0O pm
2:30 pm
3:00 pm
2:00 pm
11:30 am

University Committee

Llbbey-Owens-Ford
$9/hr - Toledo
Cooper Tire & Rubber
$8/hr - Flndlay
Trinova
$9fhr - Maumee
United Telephone
$8/hr - Mansfield
O.D.O.T.
$7/hr - Sidney

8

Many
MORE
positions listed

Resume Writing Sessions
Tues
Sept 25
1:30 pm
Tues
Oci 9
3:00 pm
Interview Skills Sessions
Wed

Oci IO

2:30 pm

238 Administration
Bldg.

372-2451
SUMMER positions, TOO!

Due 9-28-90

in

Co-op Office

Phi Delts
You've Waited
for it
Now Here it is ...

u..-u-m.. ftflreai^

Marriott
Marco Island, Ftorfda
Marriott
HlrtonHeodWand.SC

Bring a Date
Don't be Lote
Let's Start Burnin'
Down the House

Sheraton
Sleamboat Springs,
CO
Watt Dtaoy World
Orlando. Rondo

ot
8:00

Hyatt Regency
HUto. Head Stand, SC

to Register

Friday, September 21,1990
•t-_\( > 'l'_V ■

-I'-ill

'l'-M»

'l'-ii '

'I'-Ai i

IA< •

I'A' >

'I-Jill

Left-hander Norm Charlton
(12-7) is suffering from a back
problem, although he said it does
not affect his pitching. Charlton
had his shortest outing Sunday
since entering the starting rotation July 15. During a no-decision
against the Dodgers, he allowed
five hits and four walks in twoplus innings.
Rick Mahler, who won three
consecutive games up until Sept.
1, is sidelined by a groin injury.
Mahler's injury, coupled with
Jack Armstrong's tender elbow
that forced him out of the starting
rotation, forced Piniella on Sunday to go to a four-man rotation
the rest of the season.
"Health-wise, we're not in tiptop shape," Williams said of his
starting pitchers.
Williams said Browning may
have fouled up his pitching motion by favoring his ankle.
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Dotson

Hoard gets chance Student responds
to run for Browns to sign by Sic Sic

BEREA, 0. (AP) — Cleveland
rookie Leroy Hoard understands
that one decent half of football
doesn't guarantee a successful
NFL career.
But it's not a bad start.
Hoard ran for 29 yards on six
carries and caught two passes for
22 yards in the second half of the
Browns' 24-21 loss to the New
York Jets on Sunday.
He scored his first pro touchdown on a 9-yard run with 1:59
left.
"It was a relief," Hoard said
Wednesday. "I always thought I
was capable of playing here.
When you do something like that,
you say, 'Hey, I can play.' Now
It's just a matter of being around
for a long time."
Hoard had no trouble keeping
the performance in perspective,
however. He was well aware that
his yards came after the Browns
had fallen behind 24-7 at halftime,
Slutting the Jets into a softer deense.
"They were in a pass defense,"
Hoard said. "That had a lot to do
with it. But we moved the ball a
lot faster than we did in the first
half. They gave up more than
they wanted to."
Hoard, a product of Michigan,
was Cleveland's top draft pick
this year, chosen in the second
round with the 45th pick overall.
He broke a bone in his right
hand in the preseason and missed
the final two exhibition games
and the regular-season opener
against Pittsburgh.

land's sluggish offense, which has
struggled^ecause of problems
with the offensive line. His style,
like Mack's, makes him capable
of creating yards with his power
when no opening exists.
"I think it has a lot more to do
with determination, rather than
strength," Hoard said. "A lot of
guys are strong, but they can't
break a lot of tackles. It's just a
matter of not going down."

To the editor:
As I was walking back from class today, I noticed a Sic Sic
sign, somewhat like the many others I have enjoyed reading in
the past. Except I think Sic Sic forgot that this is a college environment populated with men and women, not girls and boys. The
sign read something to the effect of "Way to go girls' volleyball!" While I too agree that the volleyball team is to be congratulated, I wish that they would have been recognized as
women, and not girls. Can Sic Sic say W O M E N S' V 0 L L E Y
B A L L ? ? I hope that we can all understand the importance of
watching not only what we say but how we say it as not to offend
others especially when we are In a position ot visibility, like Sic
SicishereatBGSU.
As a final note, I would like to extend my congratulations
again to the womens' volleyball team. Keep it up!
Ann Marie Ska tell
116 MAC West

His bruising touchdown run
was a perfect example of that determination.
"I got that from college," he
said. "You didn't get that many
opportunities to be on the goal
line and get the ball. You had so
many good backs, you never
knew who was going to get the
ball. You knew that if you didn't
get it in this time, you might not
f;et it the next time. That helped a
ot, just being in that situation."
The broken hand didn't cause
him any problems Sunday, he
said.
"I don't even know how I was
carrying the ball," he said. "You
just get m the game and do things
naturally. One thing I was concentrating on was not fumbling."

Coach Bud Carson said he can
envision using Hoard and Mack in
the same backfield at some point,
though for now Hoard must focus
on filling in for Mack at fullback.
Mack is listed as questionable for
He didn't get a chance to play Sunday's game against San
until Kevin Mack broke a finger Diego.
in the Pittsburgh game and Eric
Metcalf and Derrick Gainer had
"He (Hoard) is an upfield type
trouble running the ball in the runner that hurts people, runs
first half of the New York game.
over people, punishes people. He
Hoard's inspired second-half can make your offensive line look
running helped revive Cleve- a lot better," Carson said.

C Continued from page 8.
"I use my speed and quickness," Dotson said. "If I let (a lineman)
get a hold of me, I'm done. It's hard for me to see sometimes when big
tackles come down. They almost outweigh me my 100 pounds."
Dotson's accomplishments set up what was supposed to be a great
sophomore campaign — until another door shut on him.
A sprained ankle and injured shoulder suffered during camp limited
Dotson to only four games and washed up his second season.
"I went through a lot of emotional ups and downs then/' he said.
"When you get hurt it seems like nobody cares about you. The coaches
really don't nave time to talk to you because they're busy trying to get
other guys ready."
Senior starting linebacker Duane Crenshaw, who moved from nose
tackle to the 'Wule' during that season, said he remembers how the injury affected Dotson.
"It was real hard on him," Crenshaw said. "I used to talk to him and
tell him to keep his head up because he still had two more years to
play."
In 1989, Dotson was healthy again and looking forward to making up
for lost time. But a change of inside linebacking coaches brought yet
another difficult transition.
Humes took over for Bob Wolf, and inplemented a different style of
coaching. Unlike Wolf's philosophy of reading the offensive backs,
Humes had them read the offensive linemen.

Kelly K.Greenfield
216 MAC West

The departure of Wolf also was difficult for Dotson because they had
a close relationship, something he and Humes thought they may never
attain.

Sonics interested
in Cavs' Williams

SEATTLE (AP) - The Seattle
SuperSonics may be on the verge
of acquiring John "Hot Rod" Williams in a trade with the Cleveland Cavaliers.
Williams signed a seven-year,
$26.5 million offer sheet from the
Miami Heat that was matched by
the Cavaliers last month. He flew
here Wednesday with his wife,
Karen, and his agent, Mark Bartelstein, KING-TV said.
The Sonics reportedly have
offered Nate McMillan and Xavier McDaniel for Williams. Both
men have started for Seattle.
A spokeswoman for the Sonics'
publicity department said she did
not know if Williams was talking
to Sonics president Bob Whitsitt
late Wednesday. She refused to

"I'm bull-headed and he's bull-headed," Humes said. "And we just
sort of bumped heads. But it's been more than a year and things we
gone very smoothly."
Dotson believes, however difficult it may have been, it was worth it

"At first our relationship was shaky, but now we get along great,"
Dotson said. "He's made me focus a lot more and he's set high standards for me and my fellow linebackers. He wants nothing but the best
be identified by name.
Whitsitt did not return tele- and that's made me a better player."
phone calls.
After two games this year, Dotson leads the team with 26 tackles,
including 15 solos, after finishing second the past two seasons. But he
"Money has nothing to do with gives
most of the credit to his defensive teammates.
this. I want to be settled some"Without those guys, I'm nothing," he said. "A lot of a linebackers'
where and know I can play where
depends on the defensive line. They don't get all the publicity,
they want me," Williams told a success
and hoopla as we do. but they deserve it."
Tacoma newspaper before leav- hype
And luckily for BG, so does Dotson.
ing his New Orleans home Tuesday. "To play up front with the
Sonics sounds like fun."

Williams, 28, a former Tulane
star, averaged 16.8 points, 8.1 rebounds and 2.0 blocks last year
for the Cavs. The 6-11, 230-pound
forward played in all 82 games,
extending his streak to 241 consecutive games — the seventhlongest in the NBA.

"An investment in
knowledge pays
the best interest."
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Classifieds
FIESTA - ESPANA - FIESTA
Do you need something different and unique in
your tie Come Join SPANISH CLUB! 1 at meeting Thursday Sept 20, 107 Harms at 8:00.
Elections wil be held! Any ?'s. Cat 354-7573,

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
COWABUNGA DUDE!
Bart says he wants you to be there
tuned.
COWABUNOA DUOEI
Bart says he wants you to be mere
tuned.
COWABUNOA DUDE'
Bart says he wants you to be there
tuned '

Any

tVrvCOWev.

stay

.

stay

. . sta

••• American Marketing Association •"•
••• Membership Drive • ••
September 4-21,1900
BA Lobby 9:30-3:00
MSC Lobby 9:30-2:30
1M*-tO Outstanding Midwest Chapter
ol the Veer
■ All Makxs Welcome! *
AMA Shadow Picnic will be held at Carter Park
(by BGSU water tower) on Sunday, Sept. 23.
Don't miss the Games. Food a Fun. Questions?
Cat Ann Poloua at 354-3272
Anyone Interested In starting a support
group lor those concerned about the Saudi
Arablasltuatlon. especially thoee who have
Mends or relatives there, please call Jennifer
at354-20»0.

BO NEWS
MEETING FOR VOLUNTEERS
(Writers and Photographers)
EACH SUNDAY
8p m . 2tOWeslHaK
Contact DebCe Hippie al 372-697/
lor Information

Koonlz

Can The KEY office at 372-8086 lor your
senior picture appointment The photographer
wll be on campus Sept. 10-28.

KAPPA PHI-CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S GROUP
Come (oki us! Open Meeting Sunday September 23. 6:30-8:00 In University Lutheran
Chapel 1124 E Woostsr across from Rogers
For more information eel Trine 354-8073.

The American Marketing Assoclstlon is holdingHAPPY HOURS on Friday. Sept 21 si
DOWNTOWN $3 members. $4 non-members.
Must be 21 - Everyone welcome.

LESBIAN AND QAY ALLIANCE
There wH be a meeting of LAGA'a support
group this Thursday. September 20. at 8:30
pm The meeting la free and open to al. and It
wH be held In the basement ol the United ChrisBan Felowshlp Center
PHI ETA SIGMA
Attention April'90 Inmates: If you rjd not
receive your certificate from the initiation ceremony on Apr! 22, 1990 please pick it up at
207 Orfenhauer West on Friday. September
21, between 10 AM and 3 PM.

ORE

LOST «. FOUND

Join Us In A Spirit Filed Workshop EEperlence" Whan: Sunday, September 23, 19B0
Where Prout Chapel
Time: 1:30 PM Promptly
Sponsored by. The Christian Outreach BaHe
Ministry Feelurlng; The CO B M Gospel Choir
and Rev David A HJ. Speaker

Lost • Gold braided chain bracelet
372-2712

Lost Blue turquoise cross If found Reward!
Cal 1-874-1204

■MOM

THE RADIO A TV NEWS DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION - BGSU CHAPTER - WILL MEET
THURSDAY, SEPT.20 AT 9:00pm IN THE TV
STUDIO IN WE8T. NEW MEMBERS WELCOME. LEARN HOW RADIO A TV IS PRODUCED BY THE PROFESSIONALS. FOR
MORE INFO. CALL 3534717.

Reward

PERSONALS

STANLEY H KAPLAN
GRE TEST PREPARATION
COURSE NOW FORMING ON
BGSU CAMPUS!
CALL AMY VOJTA AT 372-4693
FOR DETAILS

SERVICES OFFERED
ATTENTION!! ATTENTION!!
SENIORS
GRADUATE STUDENTS
Get the edge on the competition use our
professional resume service For s tree brochure outlining our complete hst ol our services
and reasonable ratea send a sen addressed
stamp envelope (#10) to RLR PO Box
1611. Findtey. Ohio 45839

Women For Women, general mtg 6-8, Town
Rm Union. Bring your energy, help your staff
be el they can be Women Unite!

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE pregnancy tests a supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Caa 354 HOPE

COWABUNOA DUDE!
Bart says he wants you to be there

stay

COWABUNOA DU DEI
Bart says he wants you to be there
tuned

sta

COWABUNOA DUDE!
Bart says he wants you lo be there
tuned

stay

* *KD-PHtPtt* '
VISA OR MASTERCAROI Even It bankrupt or
bad credit1 We Guarantee you a card or
DOUBLE your money back
Cal (805)
682 7555 EXT M-1444

Congratulatione Daprve Craske and Matt Wise
on your recent lavafcenng AOT your sister"

continued on p. 10

FIRST ANNUAL
ALL GREEK SPORTS BANQUET

NINETEEN AND OVER WELCOME

ATTENTION" All students required to take Ele
Ed Methods Courses (EOCU 3SO. 351. 362.
363. 355. 356) Must apply lor Methods the
semester before enrolment' Deadane to apply
lor Spring 1BB1 Ele. Ed Methods Tuesday.25th. 5 OOpm Application forms
■ m52BEd BHg

RUSSIAN CLUB
1 st Organizational Meeting
Sept. 24 (Monday)
8pm. MAC 069
-Al Majors Welcomequestions? Call Wendy
(372-5744)

MARK'S PIZZA
URGE 2-ITEM PIZZA
and Garlic Bread with Cheese

352-3551

'7.50

FREE DELIVERY

Tkri effti osra Octster 15, 1990

THURSDAY SEPT. 20
AT 7:00 PM
Ice Arena Banquet Room

s~

lINVITATIOh ONLY
Si -mi I (ii m.il -\l I ii r

NINETEEN AND OVER WELCOME

HOWARDS club H
F€MfU€ STUDGNTS:
Openings are available NOW in double
rooms in the residence halls! If uou want
to live On Campus and join the fun,
coll the Office of On-Compus Housing
at 372-2011
or come bu
Room 440 of the Student Services
Building!

210 N. MAIN

.152-9951

Wednesday
Sept. 19
18-20 Welcome
$2.00 Cover after 9:30
21 and over
$1:00 Cover after 9:30

GEORGIA
PEACH

TRIO

Thur - Sat 20-22
GEORGIA PEACH BAND
HOURS:
Mon - Sal
Sunday

Noon .till. 230 AM
2. PM. Ull 2:30 AM

*■ Mini-Pitchers Every Day *■

from p. •
Hi* III 4 Andrea I mat you two
ago at Downtown • aaiglng ml Kenny
Ca«aia at 383-6737

• • nofco—io t*inwac<mn*i • •
Any organUaDofi MaWMlsd In parIK (paling m
t» UncttKoradusta Alumni AMOCMhorVs
MOfVMcofMnQ BBWBW ContaM anouU contact
UAA t* 3 (X) pm on Frldey September ? t Cal
»T»-«M4» lor more rsormaaon

• '■OMMEWTTETnCIAaEOnai' •
Vou nava no ioaa who I am
But ana day you afl aaa
•Sesve" la my eccompsc.
But your Sacral Pom la ma"
Have a graat one' Love your S P
• • SAE • • AXO * •
BradaSseve
Tharau lor an awaaoma WET a WILD waakandl
Lynrwm 4 Jenralor
• AfchaPhi • Alpha PN •
ConoraMaaona Karan Cerarem on your la.atir
ng to leas as I Nam of Tau Kappa Epaion at A|<<
ion Untyarattyi-Alpha PWAtmaPW

' Alpha Pnt ' Alpha Pis *
Congratulation* I leolhei Hyfc.ee on your a.
no lo Brian Mona o( LamOOa Cl. Atioa1 • ABna
PW AaJaWPN*

D J ANO iTE REO EOWPHtNT
DJ wan unnpaMs awrao nalam ■ eaetili tor
toe*! funcaona
Cal Kan or Shaun at
382-3007

•CBUBM-CWMH■ CBU4M-

Dees Zata Crush Sal.
Monday eVu Thursday
Education BuHOVvj
f 1 00
8 00-4 00

•• OAMMA PHI BETA BALLOON 1ALE "
Only2oeyelett"
10-3 30 Unnn Foyar
OotvoryonSun 3spH3
•• Ruah Kappa Sigma • •
•• PJjah Kappa Sigma • •
•• Ruah Kappa Sigma • •
• 'Ruah Kappa Sigma • •
• 'Ruah Kappa Sigma"
"Ruah Kappa Sigma"
ACELEBRAIIONOFSISIERHOOOI
Coma loin Sigma Kappa Soronty and dlecover
what ma ancltamanl ■ all about' ALL WOMEN
STUOENTS WElCOMEi For turner Wormenon cal (keek Ufa, 372-21 Si or uaa Jonaa.
Sigma Kappa 372-5160
Anyona aWor.eled In atartlng a eupport
group tor thoaa ooncamad about tha Saudi
Arabia aNuallon, aapaclally Ihoaa who hare
f rlendn or relative! thara, ptoaa* can Jennifer
MM4-206O.
CONORATULAIIONS TO
Andy WBdn • Chrta Brundaga
Joa Camaron * Thanh Nguyan
rack KluOng • Sieve Beto
Dorothy Barnard * Almae Long
Rogar McCarthy ■ Saan Lawk)
Ruaa Lambart • Farm Kardoa
Jan TMh ' BB Famoom
Juta Tobai ' Bob Moorman
Juaa Parlaa " Susan Quckar
For ExceUng In tha
Soumwaatarn Compantas
Summer Salas Program

CONGRATULATIONS
Pi Beta PM on having tha Hlghaat Evant Paroclpallon
Spring
S a m a a I a r
1990'CONORATUIATIONS

RUSH
SKJEP
RUSH
SK3EP
RUSH
SKSEP
RUSH
SIOEP
RUSH
SKSEP
RUSH
SKSEP

FUf • -ALPHAQAMMAOELTA
Tha Brothers o" PHI OAMMA DELTA would eke
10 congrafcaele Scott Chany on Na raoant pinmng to ALPHA OuUaMA DELTA ManeAppan
OAYA.EBBIAN INFORMATION LINE
Can homoMxuals ba HJanWUd by thea appear
anos? What aooal outlets are aveaabk) lo gay
people m Bowing Qrean? For tha answera to
theae quaaaonl or the gay community m
Nontiweel Ohio, cal 352 LAGA (352-5242)
horn 7-10 pm Monday*. Wadnasdaya. and Friday*^
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED
FLAQ FOOTBALL ■ MANDATORV CLt#C
OCT 3 ■ 7-10 30 PM RM 202 MEMORIAL
HALL
APPLY IN 108 REC CENTER
It's gaffing cold out1 - Vou need a winter jackal ■
How about my black learner molorcycty (acker
Its big. (ana 42) warm, andm gtaatcondNUn
11 take beet otters Cal Jarm at 354-2060
Join a winning tradition'
Discover tha opportunlttee In tha new national
sorority at BOSUI For lurther information. Cal
Oraak Ufa. 372-2151 or Uaa Jones. Sigma
Kappa 372-5168
MUD TUG
MUD TIM
MUDTUO
MUD TUO IS COMINO
PBL-AMA Happy Hours"
Friday Sept 21 from 5-Bpm at Downtown
Sports Dal. everyone over 21 la welcome1
Cost * S3 lor members and $4 tor nonmembers. Coma loin ue for al me FUN you can
PMDELTS
Didn't you sea today's adf
You've got 24 hours!
Good Luck! Sea ya tomorrow!
FALL DATE DASH 'so

Me*
Brother Of The Weak
Stava Lautnsky
SK1EP
Congratulations Dave Snook and Sheas Clark
on your recant tavasertngi The Brothers ol Sigma PniEpsllon
Tamers. I realty enfoy being wan you Cant wait
to go rkftng again I hope the humans take ue
out again See you next Saturday--!'! get you a
Ian number - Martlet
UPTOWN FRIENDS GREG 4 MATT P"
We wanted 10 THANK YOU lor being such
graat dates! Wow
our Ural night ol teetrvrty 4
funl Best wtahaa to you both this semester'
YomSWKAPbuoolee.LlealStiety
You got It, I want HI
MoufitHin Dial MI0>dl

Let's deal
Cal Dane at 354 4364.
"VALERIE"
We mat al the South Side Johnny concert In
Cleveland. On Sept 2nd we mat again at tha
UC footbelgame
Cal Sieve, (513)752-3852

WANTED
• * WANTED * •
ONE SINGLE WOMAN. WITH BLOND HAIR.
WHO ISN'T TOO WELL ENDOWED AND WHO
UKES MEN WHO CHEW IF YOU FIT THIS
DESCRIPTION AND HAVE A SPARE TEN
MINUTES. CALL STEVE 352-4700. HA! HA!
WE LOVE YA STEVE L » J
HELP! We need a female roommate NOW! Apt
wil ba shared with 3 girls Close to campue.
CALL KATIE al 353 7807
NEEDCOIMMEDIATEL Y
Female 10 share apt. w/3 others. VERY dose
to campus S145 76 4 utH Leave message
353-8481

Time is

One female roommate needed to share ona
Ddrm apt Rent $169. pay gas 4 alec Cal
3536764
Quiet grad needs F. rmt. lor unfurn 2 bdrm apt.
Own room! Cal Tracey al 353-8640.
WANTED: 1-2 roommates lemma/male Located Second 4 Elm. S165/mon 4 alec. Cal
352-4545, leave message.

16 • 26 Overweight men 4 woman needed
Musi be 25 tos or more overweight We are
looking lor overweight man 4 woman to participate In our wakjhl loss program tor adv pur
posse « you quaafy you wB ba apeuejaV monitored throughout your weight Ioaa untl you
have reached your goal weight Your alter picture wB than ba conaidansd lor aubrNaalon to
our corporaled adv dept tor pooaMe uaa In
promotion Thoee who perhcipele m true epecial
program wB receive a elgnaVanl discount oil
the regular program price Cal Formu 3 Weight
Loss Cantor 354-4500

RAUJI A THOUSAND
MAWfEK
The fundraiser that's wertuag
onleOOcameuaea
Your campue group can earn
up lot 1000 m met one week
No investment needed
Be tvst on your campus
A FREE »tt aiet lor ceBng
CALL NOW
l-4«0-7IS-»472 Exl. M

Area company aeefca coeege atudents to markel Via company's screen printing services
Graat earnings, polentas wttti smiled ame requtremem*. Complete training 4 support provided Intei ested parties should lorward a resume (Include phone *) to Custom imprintsbtos. 1200 Drake Ave . Flnoley. OH 45840

FOR SALE

CASEY'S
Hamburgers 4 Yogurt Is luring
lor short or long shrfts
1026N Main352-8II3
Earn Extra Money For Chrtetmei
Work al an area Country Club
• • 'Great pay. Friendly atmosphere ■ •
' * "Free meele. and Car Pools from BG' "
Contact Karan Jonas at 666-0440
Betnont Country Club
EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE
FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME
OURINGBGSU CLASSES
Our company la aaatung employees to perform
unskieed tight production work Flexible hoursOpen 7 days a week, morning, alter noon and
evening ahaTa. Plant location la only 2 blocks
from BGSU campus The rate ol wag* la
S3 60 par hour. H interested pick-up an ape*
caHon at the company office ADVANCED
SPECIALTY PROOUCTS. UC , 428 Clough
St. Bowing Qrean, OH 43402, (418)
354-2844.
Experienced term help, plowing, dtoctng, driving grain truck Part-lime enofnoone 4 evenings Cat 352-7050
Help Wonted
Lawn maintenance for Knickerbocker Lawne
Cal 362-6822

2 Round Tnp Tickets to Hewal »4O0 tor both
353 9000
260 watt stereo receiver. Opaafcani optional
S200 00 Cal 354 7094
4 SALE AKAI RECVR. SONY CASS DECK.
MCS CO, SONY CO, MIXER. T TABLE
RADAR. FRIG GOVT SURPLUS BOOK, CLR
TV. CAR STEREO, COMPUTER, NIKON 2000
35 MM CAMERA. MORE HURRY! ASK FOR
JOHN 354-8366.
FOR SALE
1980 Dodge Omm Good running car. Body lair
condition S325orbeelonar«B8-432B.
Harmon Kardon Stereo 2 speakers a m one
changer FM radio tape deck Make offer Alter
4 352-6811.
It s getting cold out! ■ You need a winter locket ■
How about my black leather motor cycle (acker?
It's big. {size 42) warm, and in greet condition
II lake bastoWets Cal Jennal 354 2080
MCS 100 Wan Stereo
Includes equalizer, turntable, dual mantle,
receiver, cabinet, and 2 speakers $300.
364-6680
Quean size watarbad, axcaeant oondMon,
heejrthoiml. good mattress and aner. $100 or
beet offer, cal 354-8690
REPOSSESSED VA S HUD HOMES a aaatilli
Irom government from $1 without credit check
You repair Also tax dalnquanl forectoaurea
CALL (809) 682-7655 EXT H-3330 tor repo
aat your area.

LOOKING FOR BG GIRLS WANTING TO FORM
FEMALE REVIEWS!
CALL 874 2222
COCONUT BEACH CLUB

WH pay cash tor your used CD's. $5 00 each
Send Hat (title 4 artist) lo Box 394 Cygnet. OH
43413

Maintenance man lor Kntcketboker Budding
Svca Part or Ful lane Cal 352-5822

•80FORDTBIRD
CHECK rr OUT. rrs IN GREAT SHAPE
$1000 CALL 354-0488

NO telemsrxetlng
S6.4S base pay
Inter national firm must fin
Immediate part-time openings
Evening 4 weekend hours available.
Co-ops 4 scholarship t possible.
Full training provided.
Cell 1-1I2-1040

67 Honda CRX HF SSmpg
Stereo cassette. AC. new Wee.
Cal 1-425-2031

OVERSEAS AND CRUISESHIPS EMPLOYMENT. Many poalbons Work month - home
month Cal(805)682 7555 EXT S-1913

»S-10,000 per month
Realistic commission
216-476-7309
Read books al homei $ 10OTltJe! Guaranteed'
Free 24-hour recording 1415-289-96901.
Student with car lor yard work 4 Fal general
cleanup 686-4527. alter 6pm

Ski Posillons Ski lodge ai Ale. Utah. Seasonal
only. November 1. 1990 lo April 25, 1991
Salary, room and board, and ski pass For appacabon please cal (8011 742-3000 between
8:30 lo 4.30 mountain time, any day, or write
lo Ala Peruvian Lodge, Alia. Utah 84092

AM-FM

FOR RENT
1 4 2 bedroom apt*
Immediete Occupancy
352-7454 or 823-7555
9 4 12 month leases/semester

Now hiring kitchen help Apply at Flickers.
273gQ Helen Dr.. 175 exil 193 behind Sohlo

HELP WANTED

Mini

Roommate lor house ■ own room - cheap rent
Grad Student preferred 354-5490, leave mea-

»»9«
Wanted ASAP non-amoklng fml lo ehare 2
bdrm. 2 bath apt on Fraree w/3 other tires.
Only $1 SO/mo 4 alec Cat 363-6961.

I Couponi

Small Cheese
Pizza

•1.79
inside on*
"t^JX"
Expires 9\30> 90\

Campus
Pollycyes

running out!
Only seven days left in this senior portrait
session. Appointments are filling fast.
Call 372-8086 to schedule yours today!

Wednesday!

The very holiesl Male and Female reviews in N.W. Ohio. This
week. Pure Pleasure' and Fantasia'!!
B.G Sludenis bring VALID STUDENT ID and gel S2.00 off cover.

Thursday!

B.G. Nighl Out!
One complimentary keg of beer for students. 2i and older!!
Courtesy Of RETTIG BROS. FURNITURE.

Friday!
and
Saturday!

Win lots of cash and prizes!!
Dance all night on our huge dance floor.
Spectacular light show.

Id

" lVuA»raTO.VOU& AEV*JAM»C,
A Srrusexi sfu Cf i-irc
AffaSMU ■HO»« TWC aKAStaLC
Or T»** l^»»4r Cf*>Aes07K
KrACTOalV f

NIGHTLY DRINK SPECIALS!
18 and over always welcome!
25481 DIXIE HIGHWAY
PERRYSBURG. OHIO
Call for Shuttle Bus Schedule Information!

• by Jonn Boissy

Fatman
<•>* SLoaae«,Txe Qov

440 E. Court, B.G. 352-9638
945 S. Main, B.G. 352-7571
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CLOSED FOR
REMODELING

Sept. 18, 19, 20.
REOPENS AS CHILY'S EXPRESS ON
FRIDAY, SEPT. 21

